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Most franchisors are familiar with the detailed federal statutory scheme governing a franchisee’s filing for bankruptcy protection. As a result, franchisors and their counsel can usually develop an informed strategy to respond to a franchisee’s anticipated or actual bankruptcy filing. Less understood are the implications for the franchisor of an action under federal law filed by a franchisee’s primary lender for the appointment of a receiver to manage and/or sell the collateral pledged on its loan. The rules governing such a proceeding are murkier than those in a bankruptcy, but the consequences for a brand’s market presence and the franchisor’s continued ability to control locations that have become identified with its mark can be equally critical. A basic understanding of those rules is, therefore, also important to franchisors.

The issue is likely to arise, for example, when a large, multiunit franchisee located in several states defaults on the financing agreement that yielded the proceeds used to purchase the franchised units. The land, building, and equipment of all of the units may have been pledged as collateral for the loan.† To protect its interest in all of the collateral in a single proceeding, the bank sues the franchisee in federal court for the amount owed and for appointment of a receiver to take custody of the franchisee’s assets. This article discusses the impact of franchise receiverships on franchisors and what they can do to protect their interests.

Appointment of the Receiver

The purpose of an equity receivership is to preserve and protect property whose disposition is sought to satisfy the substantive rights at issue in litigation. Consequently, the appointment of a receiver, although denominated an “extraordinary remedy,” is generally within a court’s discretion where the disposition of property is at issue and some potential for loss of or harm to the property during the proceeding is demonstrated.

Although no precise formula governs the decision to grant the remedy, courts have identified certain factors that are generally considered in determining whether to appoint a receiver:

1. Probability of fraudulent conduct by the defendant that would frustrate the valid claim of the party seeking appointment
2. Imminent danger that the property at issue will be lost, concealed, squandered, or diminished in value
3. Inadequacy of available legal remedies
4. Unavailability of a less drastic equitable remedy
5. Balance of hardships favoring appointment of a receiver
6. Likelihood that appointing the receiver will do more good than harm

The presence of contractual language providing that the lender “shall be entitled” to the appointment of a receiver, although relevant to the court’s determination, is not dispositive. Because the remedy is equitable in nature, the court retains discretion to determine whether it is warranted under the circumstances.

The appointment of a receiver brings the subject property within the custody, control, and exclusive jurisdiction of the appointing court. Although “the care of the property in dispute” officially rests with the court itself, of which the receiver is “but the creature,” the order of appointment usually grants the receiver broad authority over management of the property. Federal statutory law facilitates exercise of that authority by enabling federal receivers to control property outside the territorial jurisdiction of the receivership court, although they remain accountable to the court that appointed them.

Management by the Receiver

Federal law expressly requires receivers appointed by a federal court to manage and operate the property placed in their possession “according to the requirements of the valid laws of the State in which such property is situated, in the same manner that the owner or possessor thereof would be bound to do if in possession thereof.” This provision, however, has been limited to requiring receivers to comply with tax, licensing, or other state regulatory laws. Although its terms would permit a broader construction, the statute has not been construed to require the receiver to perform preexisting contracts involving the subject property. Moreover, the prevailing common law rule is to the contrary: a receiver generally is not bound by the executory contracts of an entity under his control unless he affirmatively adopts them.

Suing the Receiver

Another subsection of the same statute in the U.S. Code governs suits against receivers. It provides that receivers “may be sued, without leave of the court appointing them, with respect to any of their acts or transactions in carrying on business connected with such property . . . subject to the general equity power of such court so far as the same may be necessary to the ends of justice.” Read literally, this language appears to permit a plaintiff with virtually any claim arising out of a receiver’s operation of a business to file suit in an otherwise appropriate forum without first obtaining leave of the receivership court.

In practice, however, litigants who for strategic, logistical, or other reasons contemplate suing federal receivers outside the receivership court face obstacles that are not apparent on the face of the statute. First, courts have held that the statute does not authorize suit on claims that arise from the receiver’s activities in “administering or liquidating” the receivership
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estate, as distinguished from his “carrying on business.”15 Second, suits on claims that are deemed to implicate the “administration or liquidation process” by seeking possession or control of receivership property have been held not to be authorized by the statute, even if they arise from the receiver’s “acts or transactions in carrying on business.”16 These decisions are predicated on the assumption that § 959(a) (and its predecessor) “was not intended to embrace within its terms suits which seek to establish . . . rights to property in . . . custody [of the receiver]” because such property is within the exclusive jurisdiction of the receivership court.17

Although the cases do not clearly define the scope of claims that impermissibly seek to establish rights in receivership property, it is clear that the prohibition extends beyond pure claims of ownership or possessory rights. Claims that involve the management of property have been held to be unauthorized by the statute,18 as have claims for injunctive relief against the receiver.19 Some courts have suggested that claims seeking only monetary damages are permissible,20 but even that distinction has been questioned.21

When litigation against a receiver is at issue, it is also important to recognize that the receivership court has “inherent power” to stay or enjoin suits in other courts, even those that are properly filed under § 959(a), and that such orders are effective against nonparties to the receivership proceeding.22 This inherent power derives from the court’s authority to protect its jurisdiction over the property in its custody and to accomplish the purposes of the receivership.23 and this power is often exercised by issuing a blanket stay of all proceedings against the entities or properties in receivership in conjunction with the order appointing the receiver.24 The second sentence of § 959(a) authorizes the appointing court, following the commencement of the receivership, to invoke its “general equity power” to enjoin a particular lawsuit, including one filed under the authority of the first sentence.25

The Need to Act Promptly

The impending appointment of a receiver for a franchisee or a significant portion of its assets requires a prompt response from the franchisor.26 Otherwise, the receiver may, depending on the terms of his appointment, acquire control over the franchised business without having any corresponding obligation to abide by the terms of the franchise agreement. Most franchisors have two options for preventing such an action: (1) terminate the franchise agreement and take immediate measures to enforce the termination, or (2) negotiate an interim agreement with the receiver that allows the receiver to continue to operate the business under the franchisor’s marks and system for a designated period.

The Franchisor’s Termination Rights

Unlike the situation in bankruptcy, where the governing law overrides contractual automatic termination provisions, no statute prohibits automatic termination of a franchise agreement upon appointment of a receiver for the franchisee or its assets. Thus, contractual provisions for termination if a receiver is appointed for a franchisee or its assets are enforceable.27 Most franchise
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**Practice Pointer: Dealing With Receivers**

**#1 Move Fast**

You may be able to avoid the appointment of a receiver in the first place if you can demonstrate to the court that a receivership would threaten your goodwill in the affected area.

**#2 Find Out What Is Happening**

Learn about the party seeking the appointment of the receiver, the substance of its claims against the franchisee, and its goals for the receivership.

**#3 Make Your Concerns Known**

Ensure that the receiver, the party who moved for his appointment, and any other significant participants are aware of your concerns. Appear early and often during any court proceedings.

**#4 Set Your Own Goals**

Evaluate the market(s) served by the franchisee at issue and rank your priorities if more than one is involved. Locations that are not significant sources of revenue or unimportant from a market penetration perspective may be good candidates for termination.

**#5 Pick Your Battles**

Don’t wage a costly battle for termination rights other than basic trademark deidentification unless the locations are valuable to the franchise system.

**#6 Consider Negotiating**

Consider negotiating with the receiver for continued operation of a high-volume or strategically significant franchise location.

**#7 Consider a Contract**

If #6 is successful, consider a temporary franchise agreement under which the receiver assumes the obligations of the former franchisee.

**#8: Cut Your Losses**

Do a cost-benefit analysis and consider buying the franchise assets, even if a buyout means paying a higher price than specified in the original franchise agreement. A buyout will avoid the costs and risks of litigating termination and the danger of losing the property at a later auction.

**#9 Get the Court’s Seal of Approval**

Obtain court approval of any agreement with the receiver, even if not required. The court’s imprimatur could provide a significant advantage in the event of any subsequent challenge to the agreement’s enforcement.

**#10 Keep Your Eyes Open**

Monitor the receivership proceeding to ensure that the receiver does not breach or threaten to breach contractual commitments.
agreements contain such provisions, providing franchisors with a contractual basis on which to extricate themselves from their relationship with a franchisee that has been put into receivership.

The formerly licensed mark is not an asset of a franchisee whose license has been properly revoked, and where the franchise agreement has been terminated, neither the receiver nor any subsequent purchaser of receivership assets has any right to use that mark. Thus, a franchisor faced with an infringing use of its mark by a receiver has a right to injunctive relief and should seek that relief promptly. Delay or acquiescence in the unauthorized use of a mark by a receiver can erode a franchisor’s rights in the receivership context just as in any other.

Enforcement and the Receivership Proceeding

The existence of the receivership may, however, present procedural challenges to the franchisor in enforcement of its termination rights, including its basic right to enjoin trademark infringement. First, the franchisor will likely have to seek enforcement of those rights from the receivership court rather than in a forum of its choice. This is likely to be true even if the franchise agreement includes a forum selection clause and even if the franchisor’s claim for trademark infringement plainly arises “with respect to [the receiver’s] acts . . . in carrying on business connected with” receivership property and thus would appear to be properly filed in a forum of the franchisor’s choice pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 959(a).

The reluctance of federal courts to permit any claim that arguably implicates the administration of the receivership estate to proceed outside of the receivership court gives rise to a substantial likelihood that such a suit would be dismissed upon motion of the receiver, notwithstanding the language of the statute. A claim in which the franchisor seeks injunctive relief against the receiver would be particularly susceptible to that result. Even if the franchisor found another court willing to accept jurisdiction, the receiver could persuade the appointing court to enjoin the franchisor’s action.

In short, an effort to obtain relief against a receiver outside the receivership court may prove a futile battle. Thus, the best course for a franchisor may be to seek enforcement of its termination rights from the receivership court in the first instance.

The first step in that process is filing a motion for intervention of right in the receivership proceeding pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 24(a). That provision requires that intervention be granted, upon timely application, to an applicant who “claims an interest relating to the property or transaction which is the subject of the action,” where the applicant “is so situated that the disposition of the action may as a practical matter impair or impede the applicant’s ability to protect that interest, unless the applicant’s interest is adequately represented by existing parties.” In the absence of unusual circumstances, most cases where a franchisor seeks to enforce termination rights against a franchisee in receivership would appear to satisfy those requirements.

Because timeliness is a requirement for intervention, the franchisor should file its motion promptly upon the occurrence of the events that give rise to its claim for judicial relief. Further, a franchisor whose motion is denied for any reason should pursue an expedited appeal. Otherwise, it may find itself in a situation where the only available forum for relief on its claims has been foreclosed.

Enforcement of Post-Termination Obligations

Assuming the franchisor is allowed to intervene in the receivership proceeding, the next question is whether and to what extent the franchisor may obtain enforcement of its post-termination contractual rights beyond basic deidentification and the return of proprietary materials. Those rights generally include one or more of the following:

1. Restriction of the franchisee’s right to compete with the franchisor for some specified period following the termination
2. Restriction of the franchisee’s right to engage in competition-related activities, such as selling or leasing franchise assets to a competitor
3. Requirement that the franchisee assign its leases, telephone numbers, and/or customer lists to the franchisor
4. Provision for the franchisee to purchase the business premises and other assets under some contractually specified pricing mechanism

The few reported cases that have arisen in the context of federal franchisee receiverships have not involved the enforceability of such provisions. If the receivership encompasses the franchisee entity itself (rather than merely its assets), however, franchisors may find the abundance of bankruptcy case law on this issue to be helpful. As noted above, common law authorizes a receiver to adopt or reject an executory contract of an entity under his protection. This authority may be analogized to the power granted to a trustee or debtor in possession under the Bankruptcy Code to assume or reject an executory contract. The prevailing trend of bankruptcy courts has been to hold post-termination covenants against competition enforceable by franchisors, notwithstanding the debtor franchisee’s rejection of the franchise agreement. The rationale is that “[r]ejection does not cause a contract magically to vanish,” but “the rights and obligations of the parties remain intact after a rejection,” which is treated as a breach of the contract. Although the usual remedy for such a breach is to enable the injured party to seek damages in the bankruptcy proceeding, the Bankruptcy Code contains no language “which provides that a claim for damages is the only shred of effect from rejection of an executory contract.” A post-termination covenant against competition, whose “very purpose . . . is to govern the relationship between the parties after the demise of the underlying contract,” therefore, is enforceable to the same extent it otherwise would be under applicable law.

This rationale arguably should permit enforcement by a franchisor of a post-termination noncompetition covenant against a receiver who controls a franchisee corporation. Although the effect of rejecting a contract in receivership is much less clearly defined than the effect in bankruptcy, there is no obvious basis on which a receiver’s power to reject should be found broader than that of a bankruptcy debtor in possession.

In other words, a receiver can no more “cause a contract magically to vanish” by rejecting it than can a bankruptcy debtor. The franchisor could argue, as well, that once the franchise agreement
has been terminated, “there is no contract for a [receiver] to reject.”46 Either way, the bankruptcy precedents provide at least colorable support to a franchisor that ventures into the uncharted territory of enforcing a post-termination noncompetition covenant against a federal receiver. Recent precedent suggests, moreover, that the rationale of the bankruptcy noncompetition cases could arguably extend to other post-termination obligations as well.47

The likelihood of succeeding in the enforcement of such provisions, of course, is another matter entirely, and one subject to productive assessment only in the context of the particular circumstances of a specific case. Nevertheless, certain practical considerations should be kept in mind, most notably, the fact that the driving force behind any receivership is the extraction of money from the available assets to satisfy the claims of one or more creditors. This means that a franchisor that enters the fray seeking to exercise a contractual purchase option is likely to be in a better practical position than one who seeks to enforce a contractual right to assignment. The latter type of provision, although enforceable as a matter of contract law in the context of a standard franchise termination,48 will generally face considerable resistance from any party to a receivership proceeding who regards the objects of assignment as salable assets.

**Strategic Considerations**

*Gain Knowledge and Become Known*

Information and involvement are key to the protection of an interest in property that has been transferred to a receiver. A franchisor should learn as much as possible, as soon as possible, about the party who moved for the appointment of the receiver, the substance of its claims against the franchisee, and the goals it seeks to attain through the appointment.49 The franchisor should also obtain information about the receiver himself and the identities and interests of any other parties likely to become involved in the proceeding. At the same time, the franchisor should make itself known to the receiver, to the party who moved for his appointment, and to any other significant participants. Most importantly, the franchisor should make itself and its interests known to the court by entering an appearance as early as possible in the proceedings and continuing that presence at ongoing status conferences and hearings.

A franchisor that becomes involved at a sufficiently early stage in the proceedings may be able to prevent the receivership entirely. As noted above, the determination of whether to appoint a receiver depends on equitable considerations, including the balance of hardships.50 If the appointment threatens injury to an innocent party, that circumstance is relevant to the court’s equitable calculus. Consequently, a franchisor that faces a specific risk of injury (e.g., the loss of goodwill in an affected market) from the appointment of a receiver for a franchisee or its assets may oppose the motion for appointment on that basis, either by moving to intervene or simply seeking to be heard as an interested party.

*Achieve Goals Through Negotiation*

Once the requisite information has been gathered, the franchisor should set its own goals for the outcome of the process. Usually this will involve an internal valuation of the market or markets served by the franchisee at issue and, in the event there are multiple markets, a ranking of priorities. Affected franchise locations that are not significant sources of revenue, or that are relatively unimportant from a market penetration perspective, may be good candidates for termination. Moreover, for such locations, there may be little incentive to wage a costly battle for termination rights other than basic trademark deidentification. Resources should be focused instead on locations that are valuable to the franchisor and the franchise system.

When a high-volume or strategically significant franchise location is involved in a receivership, negotiation with the receiver for continued operation on mutually acceptable terms may be desirable to maintain the value of the location for the benefit of the franchise system. In a situation where the franchised business is a profitable one, the receiver as well may perceive an incentive to negotiate because continuing the operation of the business would enable him to generate income for the receivership estate. Another incentive from the perspective of both parties would be the potential for the receiver to sell the location as an ongoing business to the franchisor or a successor franchisee approved by the franchisor.

**Contract with the Receiver, if Appropriate**

If negotiations are successful, the franchisor and receiver may agree to enter into a contract, in the nature of a temporary franchise agreement, whereby the franchisor would authorize the continued operation of the business under its marks and business method in exchange for the receiver’s agreement to assume the obligations of the former franchisee. Ideally, the agreement would incorporate and make binding on the receiver the termination provisions of the former franchise agreement; thus, when the receiver’s continued operation of the business comes to an end, the franchisor will have the same rights to acquire the business assets and the same protections against post-termination competition and related activities as it would have had against the original franchisee.

Of course, the real world is not always conducive to the most ideal outcome. In particular, a receiver may resist undertaking post-termination obligations that would restrict his sale of assets in the future. Other issues may also arise on which the franchisor and receiver will not agree. For example, a receiver whose custody encompasses the franchisee’s assets but not the franchisee entity itself may refuse to accept responsibility for operating expenses, such as employee payroll and inventory, that accrued prior to the commencement of the receivership but which must be paid if the business is to continue operating.

In such cases, the franchisor may wish to consider other contractual solutions, including, where feasible, buying the franchise assets itself. This may be a desirable choice under a cost-benefit analysis, even though it would entail paying a higher price than that for which the franchisor would have been entitled to acquire the assets under the original franchise agreement, because it would avoid the costs and risks of litigating termination issues. In addition, a franchisor that is able to negotiate a purchase from the receiver at an early point in the proceeding and obtain the necessary approval of the sale from the court would avoid the prospect of competing with other bidders at a subsequent auction of the receivership assets.
Depending on the franchisor’s needs and priorities, and the circumstances of the receivership, other middle-ground approaches could also be explored. These include obtaining the receiver’s agreement to more limited termination protections than the franchisor would have been entitled to enforce under the original franchise agreement or to the franchisor’s right to match the highest bid at any subsequent auction of the franchise assets.

Whatever agreement is ultimately reached, the franchisor should, as in any contractual context, assure that the terms of the agreement are committed to writing in the clearest possible language. Further, where the agreement entails continued operation of the franchised business by the receiver, it is imperative that it contain or incorporate by reference from the original franchise agreement all of the franchisor’s standard rights and requirements regarding trademark use and quality controls.

Depending on the terms of the receiver’s appointment order, it may be necessary to obtain court approval of an agreement with the receiver. Moreover, it is generally desirable to obtain court approval even when it is not required by the appointment order because the court’s imprimatur on the agreement could prove a significant advantage to the franchisor in the event of any subsequent challenge to the agreement’s enforcement.

**Keep Watch**

Finally, even when an interim franchise agreement with the receiver has been executed, the franchisor should continue to monitor the receivership proceeding as long as it retains an interest in the outcome of that proceeding. In the event that the receiver breaches or threatens to breach its contractual commitments, it will become necessary for the franchisor to seek intervention to enforce those commitments, just as it would have done to enforce its rights in the original franchise agreement.

**Conclusion**

The receivership of a franchisee poses unique challenges to a franchisor accustomed to relying on the protections of its contracts. Receivership proceedings can both undermine the effectiveness of those protections and narrow the franchisor’s options for their enforcement. These difficulties, however, are not insurmountable. Through preparation and prompt decisive action, the franchisor can salvage the benefits of the affected relationship and move on with its positive agenda.
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